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INTRODUCTION
ARCTURUS REMEMBERED:
A CRYSTAL EARTH NETWORK PROJECTION
Poises Arcturus aloft morning and evening his spear.
– Hafiz, To the Shah

Canst thou guide Arcturus with his sons?
– Job 32:8

CALLED BY THE CHINESE TA KIO, the Great Horn, Arcturus was highly
esteemed as the “palace of the emperor,” corresponding to the purple or
Forbidden City of Beijing, the northern capital of Greater China. This
provides an important clue regarding the critical influence and role
Arcturus plays in the evolution of this planet and of the total star system
of which Earth is but a single member.
Arcturus, “Guardian of the Bear” because of its relation to Ursa
Major, is the name given to the star system some 37 light-years from our
own, which includes at least a half dozen planetary bodies. As such,
Arcturus is many times larger and much older than our own star and its
system. Arcturians, incidentally, refer to our star as Velatropa 24, and to
our planet as V.24.3.
Arcturian involvement with our own star system began over three million years ago when a space colony–a galactic way station–was established
on Velatropa 24.4, otherwise known as Mars. At that time V.24.4 was in
a high warm cycle with abundant atmosphere, oceans, rivers and verdant
landmasses. The Martian colony represented the first major Arcturian
experiment outside of the native star system. Needless to say, the means
of reaching Mars as well as the manner in which life was propagated there
were far in advance of anything that most of us on Earth can yet dream of.
Suffice it to say that Mars was deemed a suitable experimental site precisely because, aside from vegetation and microorganisms, there were virtually no advanced life forms native to the planet. The implanting of
higher life forms was a carefully considered task: first, to get proper readouts on the planet’s atmosphere–its consistency, chemical composition,
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and suitability for congenial, harmonic life experiences. Then, to select
genetic models capable of swift advancement so that a process that sometimes takes several billion years could be encapsulated in a formula that
would unroll in a mere thirty to forty thousand years.
With its 40,000-year warm cycles, Mars provided the perfect experimental way station for such a project. If anything went wrong, at least
those on the Arcturus system would not be affected–or so it was thought.
For some of those in command of the Martian project had not considered
carefully enough the inexorable efficacy of karma, the law of cause and
effect. But even in Arcturus at that time, rare were the ones who could
remember anything that had occurred some 40,000 years prior to the present thought-moment.
And so, by the time strange events began to transpire on Mars, V.24.4,
little did anyone on Mars, or on Arcturus, for that matter, reckon the
strange consequences of forgetting about each other’s mutual existence.
Thus unfolds the tale of the Arcturian experimental way station,
V.24.4, Mars.
Now, this is precisely how it happened–the Great Forgetting.
Two magnificent kingdoms there were: Elysium and Atlantis. While
Elysium was governed by the north magnetic pole and its driving constellations directed by fair Arcturus, Atlantis was governed by the South
under the directorship of far Antares. While Atlantis resembled nothing
so much as a tiara of brilliantly gleaming emeralds floating in the frothtipped caps of the Sea of Sirens, Elysium, its azure irrigation canals creating cellular slash lines within a major circular shipping canal, lay to the
west of Amazonis and Mesogaea, and to the north of wild
Zephyra–whence emanated the summer monsoons.
Beyond Zephyra, far to the south, stretched the great tropic waters of
the Sea of Sirens, its mysterious breezes wafting signals and harmonic
hums from the bustling island towers of Atlantis.
Now, at this time, when Mars had been perfectly tamed and cultivated
by the Arcturian experiment, and thus presented to the solar system Velatropa a shining example of the possibilities of higher evolved life forms, it
so happened that Martians–for they no longer considered themselves products of an Arcturian experiment–thought themselves powerful enough to
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control the very cosmic force that had brought them into existence. Of
course, if they hadn’t forgotten that they were the felicitous result of an
Arcturian experiment, and if the Arcturians hadn’t forgotten this worthy
experiment–for indeed, that is precisely what had occurred on fair
Arcturus–none of this would have happened. But now it shall be told.
What happened on Mars was ultimately not even for the Martians to
control, for it actually occurred as a consequence of differences existing
between Arcturus, the Hyperborean connection, and the Hyperaustralian
connection, Antares–the Azure Dragon of the Chinese, called by Ptolemy
the Rival of Mars, so prominent to us in the constellation Scorpio.
Though it had been the Arcturians who originally seeded V.24.4,
Mars, those from Antares did not establish communication with the Martian colony until some 30,000 years into the experiment. Naturally, the
Antares connection was more dominant in the Southern Hemisphere,
while gradually the influence of Arcturus, unwittingly and unconsciously,
came to be concentrated in the Northern. Thus it was at the time of critical passage, 40,000 years after the inception of the experiment. Those
who should have known better, on both Arcturus and Antares, were asleep
at the controls. The Great Amnesia notwithstanding, Elysium, with its
hanging gardens and pyramidal towers inset with crystals throughout,
came to be known as the seat of the Hyperborean Order of the Arcturian
Banner, and Atlantis, here crystal reflection dishes gleaming and turning
ever so slowly in the paradisal Sea of the Sirens, was known throughout
Mars as the seat of the Hyperaustralian Order of the Banner of Antares.
Whether it was at Moab or Eden, Thamasia or Thyle, the verse was
known and sung:

Set like a jewel in the Sea of Sirens
Atlantis by Antares ruled
Rides crystal waves
That set the blazing sun atremble;

Elysium by Arcturus schooled
Ringed bright with pools
Blows winds of healing light
‘Cross Aethiopis, Isis, and brimming Arab fields . . .

